
Exceptional dexterity and fine sense of touch

Split cowhide one piece back

Complete with 5" Cowhide gauntlet cuffs

Fully Lined with DuPont™ Nomex® felt

Flame resistant Kevlar® sewn

FUNCTIONAL BENEFITS:

Welding

High-heat jobs that require good dexterity 

Outdoor Winter welding

Linesmen & Utilities Industry

Steel & Iron Industry

Light-weight operations

Material handling

Mining

APPLICATIONS:

Item No. 
375GDFNL

For Ordering Info or Questions:

Phone (519) 853-1920 Fax (519) 853-4496
Toll Free (800) 265-7617 Email sales@superiorglove.com

www.superiorglove.com

Precision Arc™

DEERSKIN
Welding Gloves

Introducing the Cadillac of welding gloves: the Precision Arc™ deerskin, fully lined with
Nomex®  lining. Deerskin offers exceptional dexterity and a fine sense of touch, while a
one-piece cowhide back provides durability. But the Nomex® lining is the real feature here:
this is a fully flame-retardant material that will not drip or melt on exposure to direct flame,
offering excellent insulating properties as well. Protects hands from heat and flame, keeping
them cooler and offering assurance that gloves will not ignite around open flame or spark.
Gloves are Kevlar® sewn throughout for superior spark-resistance and seam strength, with
five inch cowhide gauntlet cuffs.

For more information on Lineman gloves click the following link:
http://www.superiorglove.com/Lineman_Gloves_C83.html 
Kevlar® and Nomex® are registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company

Precision Arc™

Deerskin Welding Gloves

375GDFNL   Precision Arc™, Deluxe Deerskin Welding Gloves, Natural side split back 
with inner back patch, fully Nomex® lined to cuff, Kevlar® sewn, Size: XL - XXL

NOMEX® is an advanced thermal technology 
from DuPont™ for end use applications 
where resistance to heat and flame is a vital
performance characteristic. NOMEX® is used in 
a variety of forms as an insulating material, for
hot gas industrial filtration, in auto parts,
transformers and electric motors. In fibre form,
NOMEX® also has superior textile properties,
enabling fabric and garment manufacturers to
produce comfortable, long-wearing and
attractive protective clothing. 

What's NOMEX® ?

375GDFNL


